How to use the QR Code Library

1. Open up a QR code reader on your device

2. Scan the QR code of the book you want to listen to

3. Wait patiently until it loads

4. Enjoy hearing your favourite stories read to you!
Slinky Malinki: Catflaps

Lynley Dodd
A MONSTER WROTE ME A LETTER

Nick Bland

SCHOLASTIC
Wombat Goes to School

JACKIE FRENCH & BRUCE WHATLEY

The award-winning creators of the bestselling Diary of a Wombat
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Two Teachers Our Blog
Josephine Wants To Dance

From the award-winning duo of the bestselling Diary of a Wombat

illustrated by BRUCE WHATLEY
Dinosaur Starts School
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Pearl Barley and Charlie Parsley
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Rudie Nudie
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Ursula Dubosarsky

illustrated by David Mackintosh
Scary Night

Lesley Gibbes and Stephen Michael King
THE DAY THE CRAYONS QUIT

By Drew Daywalt

from the illustrator of STICK and THIS MOUSE BELONGS TO ME
Piranhas Don't Eat Bananas

Aaron Blabey